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NBU and GBRA partner to ensure objectives of Gruene treatment plant are met 
 

NEW BRAUNFELS—The NBU Board of Trustees approved a Memorandum of Understanding 

(MOU) with the Guadalupe-Blanco River Authority (GBRA) during their regular meeting on 

Thursday, September 29. The GBRA Board of Directors had earlier approved the MOU at their 

regular meeting on September 21. The MOU acknowledges NBU’s and GBRA’s mutual efforts 

to maintain the water quality of the Guadalupe River with the design and operation of NBU’s 

proposed Gruene Road Water Reclamation Facility. 

 

“NBU is going through the extensive process of obtaining a permit from the Texas Commission 

on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) for the Gruene Road Water Reclamation Facility,” NBU 

CEO Paula DiFonzo says. “While GBRA had initially protested the application for the permit 

and engaged in a contested case hearing, they now intend to withdraw their opposition and 

support the draft permit. This follows their review of the proposed design and operation of the 

new plant and their conclusion that the parameters set for the permit continue to maintain and 

protect the quality of the water in the river. We are pleased that GBRA is supporting the permit 

as recommended by the TCEQ Executive Director and look forward to continuing to work with 

them on water quality efforts.” 

 

NBU is required by the TCEQ to relocate the Gruene treatment plant from its current location in 

the floodway in order to make needed expansion and modifications. The new plant will address 

the needs of current customers as well as future customers with state-of-the-art design that uses 

better treatment technology to safely treat and discharge wastewater. Benefits include:  

o Less odor emission will be achieved thru improved technology. 

o A larger site provides a wider buffer from surrounding property. 

o A location out of the 100-year floodway. 

o Noise and light will be minimized with quiet technology and directional LED. 

o A treatment permit that is scientifically proven to be protective of water quality in 

the Guadalupe River, including membrane filtration and tertiary filter systems. 

o The capability to treat to better standards than what the permit requires. 

o The capability to remove most phosphorous from the discharge, which is an 

added water quality bonus that the current plant is not capable of providing and is 

part of the formula for reducing algae on the river. 

 

DiFonzo notes that NBU and GBRA share the common goal of protecting water quality in the 

Guadalupe River as well as maintaining and improving existing uses of the river. The MOU 

establishes a basin-type approach towards water quality. NBU has conducted extensive studies 

on the segment of the Guadalupe River where the new facility is located with the help of highly 
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qualified engineers and an aquatic biologist. These experts have all determined that the water 

quality will be maintained even when effluent from the plant reaches fully authorized discharge 

flow rates. 

 

“These comprehensive studies of that river validate the steps that NBU takes to protect water 

quality as we operate under the rigid standards that have been set for the permit by the TCEQ,” 

DiFonzo says. “Added to this is the fact that we have a team of plant operators who are certified 

and trained in running treatment facilities. With the modernization of the plant and added 

treatment processes, we are very confident in their ability to maintain the plant at the highest 

level of operation. We are anticipating that the TCEQ Commissioners will be moving forward 

with approval of the permit as recommended by the TCEQ Executive Director and we should be 

proceeding with the construction of this very important facility in the near future.” 
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